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True confessions of a frustrated Sustainability Leader…
and my breakthroughs
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Alternative title…
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One of my confessions…



You may know some of these people…
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Strategy? Not right now, I’m fighting fires!
Facilities Management

Environmental Planning

Development, climate change, endangered species…how do I get everyone to agree?

We can’t discharge our storm drains anywhere!

Facilities Development

Legal/Risk Management

This new _____ is really risky.

It’s not in the budget.

Finance

On budget, top quality, on time…git ‘er done.

Design & Construction

Executive Team

There are political headwinds.…and sustainability is all up to me?

Environmental Affairs



In comes the bright-eyed consultant…
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So Paul, what keeps you up at night?
I spend most of my budget on stormwater…the challenges are complex…one department’s solution is another’s problem…how can I get my siloed organization to do things differently?
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This sounds like one of Heifetz’s adaptive challenges…
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS ADAPTIVE CHALLENGES

Easy to identify & agree on problem Difficult identify & agree on problem, easy to denyCan be solved by expert or authority People with the problem need to do the work of solving it

Requires change in just one or few places Requires change in many places, across organizational boundaries
Solutions can be implemented quickly—even by edict Solutions require experiments and new discoveries; this can take a long time and cannot be done by edict

Ronald A. HeifetzLeadership Without Easy Answers



The single biggest failure of leadership is to treat adaptive challenges like technical problems
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Heifetz says… 



…what if we tried Senge’s approach?
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Shared vision
CollaborationWhole-system view

Solving adaptive challenges

Peter SengeThe Fifth Discipline and The Necessary Revolution
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…so what would the whole systems view look like?



NOVs/FinesIO/CAOsTMDLs      

Whole-system View

LawyersRegulators Public Image

water usagewater usage

66 MG/yr($680K/yr)

$2.6M/yr
(100 MG/yr)

$400K/yr

$1,000/min

Courtesy of San Diego CountyRegional Airport Authority



This is crazy!
…can you help?

…how can we help?

…we really need to do things differently!
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From Master Drainage Plan to Water Stewardship…
Primary 2035 Goals
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Water Stewardship Implementation
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The breakthrough…
…and now I can retire!We’re all in this together!
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The results
Green infrastructure incorporated into capital improvement budget over next 20 years

Potential cost savings of up to $300,000 annually from using rainwater for non-potable uses

Compliance cost savings potentially reaching hundreds of thousands of dollars annually

Facilities Development
Facilities Management Legal/Risk Management

Teams working together in a highly collaborative & strategic way

Executive Team



• Visit us at http://www.san.org/Airport-Projects/Environmental-Affairs
• Or just search SAN Water Stewardship Plan
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Next steps…



“Sustainability is a journey, not a destination”
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Thank you!...Questions?


